
Deante Eridan 860.0E
Elegantní prostorný dřez s excentrem. Horní montáž. Min. šířka kuchyňské

skříňky 60 cm. Hloubka vaničky 19 cm.

EAN: 5908212072813
200,40 €

167,00 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5908212072820
200,40 €

167,00 € excluding VAT

Spacious elegant granite sink with a drip tray Deante Eridan 860.0E, manufactured by the prestigious
company Deante. The company is among the top players in the market for the production of granite,
stainless steel,  and ceramic sinks.  They have been active on the market for  more than 30 years,
representing a guarantee of quality. Deante brand products are called ProEco, which means that natural
materials and eco-friendly packaging are used in their production.

Eridan 860.0E sink represents a unique combination of minimalist design and functionality. With its
optimal dimensions,  spacious draining area,  and modern design,  this sink fits perfectly into almost any
kitchen. The sink showcases lightness and elegance.

With this modern sink, you will maximally utilize the kitchen space. The draining part has the same
dimensions as the sink basin. The sink features an extremely spacious and deep chamber, in which you
can comfortably wash not only bulky pots and baking sheets, but also, for example, fridge shelves. This
sink was designed for demanding users. The faucet hole is located on the draining surface, allowing you
to maintain a clean kitchen without frequent wiping of the sink and its surroundings. The sink is also
equipped with a eccentric control. The automatic drain closure is a system that allows you to close and
open the water drain using a button. An important advantage of this solution is the fact that one
movement is enough to immediately unlock the water, without having to immerse your hands.

The advantage of a granite sink is its color variability and the possibility to coordinate with the rest of
your kitchen, simple maintenance, and attractive appearance. The granite, from which the sink is made,
is a material resistant to scratches, color change, and high temperature. The space-saving siphon, which



is part of the set, has a special design that occupies very little space.

Key features of the DEANTE ERIDAN 860.0E kitchen sink

granite sink with a practical drainer and eccentric control
Eridan 860.0E extended warranty for 10 years
very popular with customers
extremely spacious and deep sink basin (19 cm)
Eco packaging.
the sink is intended for wall installation
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm
made from the highest quality materials
triple quality control

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Excentric control
Assembly brackets
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: Yes
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery + additional opening
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 10 years.
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)

Width of the basin: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or HTML tags
to translate.

The length of the bathtub: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or HTML tags
to translate.

Depth of the bathtub: 19
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
Round sink: No
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 50
Sink length: 86
Sink depth: 20.3
Sink weight (kg): 12
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 51.5
Height of the packaging: 21.1

Depth of the packaging: This is not a sentence in Czech. "87,5" is a number and does not
form a complete sentence.

Weight including packaging (kg): 13



  


